BUTOUCH

www.silstarbrush.com

Annual Sales(2017)

USD 200,000

Export Amount(2017) USD 50,000
Export country

UK, SWEDEN, VIETNAM

Distribution network
Performance

SILSTAR FUNSHOP,
HIMART, TOKYUHANDS
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Butouch are digital painting brush for the
devices built in capacitive touch screen.
It is excellent in sense of touch as being
made up of conductive hair and metal
(aluminum/brass) body.
And It is convenient to use as a retractable
way and can be used permanently because
you can erase, save and print your artworks.
Existing touch pens available for mobile
devices were made of silicone type but we
had developed a form of brush for the first
time in Korea, manufactured and compatible
with a variety of drawing applications that
is very useful to everyone who likes to draw
and paint with a brush and smartphones
or electronic touch screen gadgets. In the
future, this brush would also be used as an
educational tool in schools worldwide.
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Quality
Rating Region

SILSTAR offer various innovative products
such as digital brush, innovative cosmetic
brush and beauty items as well.
#digital #arts #beauty #kids #innovative

FOB Price

USD 5

M.O.Q.

1,200 PCS

FOB Price

USD 7.5

Target Customer

KIDS, SCHOOLS, ART SUPPLY,
STATIONARY SHOPS

M.O.Q.

1,200

Target Customer

KIDS, SCHOOLS, ART CLASS

+82-31-314-4253

Target Countries

RUSSIA, MEXICO, GERMANY,
PHILLIPPINES

saint5870@gmail.com

Target Countries

RUSSIA, UK, GERMANY, UAE, JAPAN

Distinction

baby goods

Butouch are digital painting brush for the devices
built in capacitive touch screen.
It is excellent in sense of touch as being made up
of conductive hair and metal (aluminum/brass)
body. And It is convenient to use as a retractable
way and can be used permanently because you
can erase, save and print your artworks. Existing
touch pens available for mobile devices were
made of silicone type but we had developed
a form of brush for the first time in Korea,
manufactured and compatible with a variety
of drawing applications that is very useful to
everyone who likes to draw and paint with a
brush and smartphones or electronic touch
screen gadgets. In the future, this brush would
also be used as an educational tool in schools
worldwide.
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Contact Point
SEAN JEON
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